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ABSTRACT
Designed to assist training coordinators in the

initial insti_utign familiarization training for new employees in
:correctional institutions, this manual consists of two parts: this
document (Part I), which is the training coordinator's guide, and the
training. program (Part II - CE 017 287) 0 in a general introduction
the advantages of these course materials are outlined, stressing,-11)

. -
how their use within the first forty hours after an employee's nary
on duty insures standardized, uniform training of staff at 41
federal-prisons; (2) thy instructor's capability of being flkrible
and creative in his approach because of the variety in types of
training materials; (3) that tests are included to measure whether or
not the training objectives have been met and that remedial lesson
plans are provided to correct 12w performance in any area.
recommended sequence is given Or the four subject areas
(introduction, .security, working with inmates, and emergency) which
are covered in Part II. The major parts of this guide are as follow:
a lesson plan on evaluation objectives to be Wet by, the training
coordinator; a lesson outline, focusifig on how to write, give, and
use evaluative instruments; practice and written tests for all four
subjects in Part II, including instructions for their use and answer
keys; a lesson plan to develop local training materials to meet
unique local institutional needs while being consistent. with the
overall goals and tone of this program; and an outline for reined
training evaluation and design. (ELG)

Corseetlesal Vraimiralt Iasttt
Part 1: Background Material.,
.Bureau of -Prisons - (Dept. of Justice), Washing_o-
D.C.
1O6pa. For a related dopument.seeCE 017' 287,

Mi"$0.83 BC-$6.01 Plus Postage;
*Corrective Institutions; Course Organization; *Ent
Workers; *Eviluation; Evaluation Criteria; Evaluation
Methods; Inlervice Education; *Instructor
Coordinators; *On the_JoB Training; Performance Based
Education; Program Content; Remedial Instruction;;
Teaching Guides;Teaching Methods; Teaching Skills;
Testing; *Training Objectives

************************** ******************** *** **************
Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made

from the original document.
*******************- ******** ******** *************************** *
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FOREWORD

Thismanual hs been des g ed to assist you in providing initial

institution- fam iarization training to your new employees.

contains tieta ed information on administering,thi'courses, lesson

"plans* writ tests, actual practice tests, reproducible masters

of,student handouts, and.master reproducible copies of slides or

overhead transparencies. Also included, but under separate cover

are sets of slides, audio tapes, and video tapes which are referenced

in-the lesson plans.

Every effort has been made to provide you with the best in

standardized materials-, as well as the opportunity for you to

"customize" topics which pertain to your particular institutional

need.

The Staff Training Branch recoqnizei that these materials

must be supplemented by your interest, instructional abilities,

and empathy for the new employee. With this combination, we.feel that

the Institutional Familiarization Training Program will be an

qualified7success.
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTITUTION FAMILIARIZATION

BACk6tOUND

This guide has been prepared to help you use the attached,training

materials in the most effective, efficient way possible. Please eiike

a few minutes to read it before examining the othei' material. The

lesson plans, audio-visuals, tests, etc., that you have been provided

were designed by a task force composed of institution Training
R_

Coordinators, (representing all regionS and types of institutions),

Staff Training Center instructors, and representatives the Staff

4 Training Branch, Central Office.` This task force has prepared thisV

material with certain goals in mind:

STANDARDIZATION AND UNIFORMITY OF TRAINING

One of the concerns of the task force was that the quality and

quantity of institution-based seeff training varied widely from one

institution to another. There were also some concerns that the "right"

kinds of training weren't being delivered at the "right" times. The

topics in this first 40-hour package were selected and included because

they were identified as critical skills which an employee had to have

before h'e could reasonably be expected to perform well on the job. The

Although he term "he" is used throughout this training program,
it Indic tes all persons regardless of sex. It is anticipated
that both males and females will be involved in this training,
as well as in presenting the training.



objectives for each tOp c' were selected for the same reasons-1-

to-measure Woe her Or not an employer-tad 'been given'thost 'critical

sit4j1s.

n order.to insure that all employees, no matter where they receive.

their initial training, start out With the same basic level of infor-'

Mbt on and skills; we are re u rin that the objectives contained in

these materials be covered in the initial.4O hourt o

institutions. You may expand the unitsof study and deliver more

training to meet certain local objectives if you wish; but you must,

at a minimum, cover the standardized objectives we have provided.

Another im Ortant point; Since we have identified this material as

critical training, it ought to be delivered within the first 40 hours

after an employee's entry on duty. The training standard requires

e receive such training before he is actually placed on a speciffc, of

-assignment,

FLEXIBILITY OF DELIVERY

The institution which hires a new employee only once every six or

eight months, in contrast to a larger institution which may bring on

five or six employees at a time, has traditionally had a distinct

disadvantage in providing formal training to new employees. Such an

institution has especially had difficulty in providing training during

the first 40 hours after E.O.D. The advantage of these training

materials is that a Training Coordinator knows what specific objectives

he has to teach; he can arrange a variety of approaches using everything



from traditional lectures (for large groups of trainees) to reading

materials and an individual counseling/dis ssiolksession (with one

employee). The objectives-and the test questions--remain the same.

Kehave provided additional training materials with some of these

lesson modules; in most cases, they can be used with one or more

trainees--it isn't always necessary to run a formal class. Thi,

of course, requires that the Training Coordinator exercise a little

creativity arid flexibility.

EVALUATION AND REMEDIAL FOLLOW -Up

This is probably the most significant advantage that will be provide,'

by4these.new training materials. Included with the package is a compre-

hensive written test and an actual.practicetest- We've already commented

on the standardized objectives acid these two tests are related to those

objectivesthy measure whether or not theobjedlcives established for

the training have been met. The comprehensive written test measures

learning objectives--that material which you attempted to pass on in

the actual training situation; the actual practice test measures per-

formance objectiveshow well the trainee is able to petform specific

tasks during the training and when he returns

When a trainee has completed training, a copy of both tests should

be in his training file. The purpose of the ,bests i not for\use as a

"pass/fail" document; no one "flunks" and is fired as a result of his

test scores. But if an individual doesn't meet a particular objective

for conducting shakedowns, -he and his supervisor can be s6 advised; the



c

-nce discrepancy can be noted; and torrective steps dan be

using the lRemedial Training Lesson -Nap.

miptedly, this sort of _ prima, Will require more k on your

,1
part and it, will require more follow -up. on the_part of the employee's

supervisor, both in evatAtion and in remediki training. However, b
/

following this Process; you, the, institutlOn,lnd the employee will

-Pheve a,better record of what training the individual actually received;

,and more importantly, how that training has been transferred to job
!

peformance: You will be able to correct roblems befor4 they result

in unnecessary diSmissals,,etc. In short, you will be doing your job

effectively as a Training pordin'tor.,

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This section is provided to aiswer any questions that You may still

have regarding this material or clarify any areas that may still be

unclear.
S

1. Jjaattthistrali.iin? Every new, full-time employee must
receive 40 hours of introductory training.
Every employee shares responsibility for
insuring security and providing correctional
programs, regArdless of his particular job

specialty. This ro ram is not 'list for
correctional o ficers.

2. Must follow the objectives or can J substitute? You must follow

the objectives since that is the
only way we can assure standardization
throughout the Bureau of Prisons., You may
add additional objectives related to specific
local .needs; (They, of course, should be
consthent with the standardized objectives)
in fact, spaces have been provided for Apu
to write in "local option" objectives.



ive t nd a representative ample of tests
kei from individual amp ogee training

es--wiT1 be examined duri audits to
miat tort of remold 1ji

action has been taken.

E. When does this tra ning take lace?'During the-first 40 hou
ow employee's entry on dut

No' o ee should:be a si,n
st ng rece v

h_e_r answers uestions a_--t this material?
Ca I your Sta Tra n ng Center son

and/or the Staff Training4.Division,
Central pffice (724-3215, 6 or 7

there a recommended sequence_of lasses? Yes; see the next page.

here can



There e 20 topics that have been

E UENCE

dentifed as of crita

equipdng on employee to d his job inAhe

The order,

availability a

have been

r sequence,

al

these topics may varry depend'ngon

nstructors, facilities, etc. However, the topics.

grouped\in to four

d, thus, should be presented together.one another

areas that have a direct relationship

Introduction. tO Inst tution Familiarization

-- Personnel Pracessing and Clothing Issue

-- Facility Tour !

-- Employee Conduct and Responsibility

-- Duty Roster and Assignments

GROUP SECURITY

- - Contraband Identification and Cont

-- Security inopect ons

alakedowns--Area Search

--'Shakedownk7-Inmate Pat and Strip

-- Tool and Key Control



GROUP III -- WORKING WITH INMATES

-- Inmate Programs and Services

Inmate Accountability and Custody

-- Counting Procedures

Inmate Discipline

Writing Incident Reports

Admintstrative Remedies

-- Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts

GROUP IV -- EMERGENCY

Firearms and Gas Familiarization

Emergency Plans

Each group, and topic within the group, is presented as an
411r

instructional package in a separate section of this manuel.

Contained in this instructional package are:

A lesson plan with the ob _gctives, time trgne, suggested

materials and methods;

-- A lesson outline and

-- Visual aids or handouts supporting the lesson Plan.



You should note that the lesson outline is not a word-for-word

presentation of the subject, rather it offers suggestions on ways to

present the material. Your experiences- institutional examples, and

situations are what will make this a meaningful learning experience

for the new employee. The visual aids can be used to support your

lecture, or tbey can be used as hand-out material.

Once you have determined to present a,,9roup (roughly equivalent

to one day's presentation) of topics to your new employee,,you'should:

Review the lesson-plan and lesson outline for each topic.;

-- .Check the Evaluations Section of this manual to deterwing,

the nature of the Comprehensive Written Test and Actual

Practice Test that ill be given; and

Review the handouts and supportive audio-visuals

(vu-gr*aphs, slides, audio tapes, and video tapes).
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INTRODUCTION TO "EVALUATION" LESSON PLAN

PLEASE NOTE: This lesson plan is for use,by the institution
Training Coordinators to insure that they make
the fullest possible use of the evaluation
instruments included with the "Institution
Familiarization" package. In addition, it
will aid the local coordinators in developing
their own test questions to measure how well
"Inttitution Option" training packages and
"Local Option" objectives (which have been
added to the standardized packages) have been -
communicated to the trainees.



LESSON TITLE: Evaluation

TIME FRAME:

MATERIALS:

in

LESSON PLAN EVALUATION

Varied (depending. on needs of the individual Training
Coordinator,

Copy of attached outline, blank copier of "Actual Practice
Test" dip "Comprehensive Written Test;" Keys for both of the
preceding tests; writing materials.

PRIORITY: For use upon completion of any 40 hour introductory training
program at the institution.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: After.self-study of this material, each Training
Coordinator will be able to:

Define "Validity," "Learning Objective," and
"P-erformance Objective" with 100% accuracy.

List, and briefly, explain, three reasons, for
testing trainees. (100-', accuracy).

Correctly evaluate three test responses to
insure that the!/ satisfactorily measure an
objective. (100t accuracy)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: During the course of conducting institutional
training programs, each Training Coordinator
will be,able to:

A. Develop wrirtten test questions which meet
the criteria for "sound\reliable questions
and which adequately measure training
objectives. (100% accuracy)*

B Insure that each trainee who completes the
40 hour institution introductory training
sequence completes both the "Actual Practice
Test" and the "Comprehensive Written Test,"
within eight hours after formal training
has been completed. (100% accuracy)*

Correct, return, and discuss with each
trainee all "Comprehensive Written Tests"
within five days after the test has been
completed by the trainee. (100% accuracy)*



07 Keep the "Actual Practice Test" responses
up to date by following the "Actual Practice ,

Test Schedule" to insure that supervisors
and other "testers" are meeting scheduled
dates for ev4luation. (1001 accuracy)*

E. Make written or oral notification of indi-
vidual supervisors regarding any problems
identified on either the "Comprehensive
Written" or "Actual Practice Test" within
five working days after either test, has

been corrected. (100Z)*

Develop remedial training programs for
individual employees based on deficiencies
identified through either test, within
ten working days after the deficiency is
noted. (100,)*

All performance objectives will be evaluated by the S.T.C. faculty
member assigned responsibility for auditing tOe institution's staff
training program.



LESSON OUTLINEJEVAtUATION)

We have already exposed you to a lot of comments regarding the

evaluation process, its importance and purpose, in other material

included in this total package: "The Twining Coordinator's Guide

to Introductory Training Sequence Materials;" "Overview of Introductory

Training For New Employees;" "The Remedial Training Lesson Plan;" and

on the instruction sheets for both tests. This lesson plan will briefly

review some of the important points made in those documents but will

concentrate on some mechanics- -how to write, give, and use evaluative

instruments.
ti

REVIEW: DEFINITION OF TERMS

11.

12

"VALIDITY" - Any means (tests, interviews, observation of on-the-

job performance, etc.) used to insure that a trainee

has obtained certain skills and/or information, and

that those skitls and/or that information has had

an effect (hopeful1y positive) on how he or she is

able to do the job; is an attempt to measure the

"validity" of your training program,
o

"LEARNING OBJECTIVES" - What you hope the student will be able to

accomplish during the formal training se=ssion.

The "Comprehensive Written Test" measures

the "learning objectives" for each segment in

the Introductory Training Program.

"PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES' What you expect the trainee to be able to

do once he/she returns to the job. The

"Actual Practice Test" measures the

"performance objectives" for each segment

he Introductory Training Progra

REVIEW: PURPOSES OF TRAINING

A. Tests are not intended to "trap" or "get" trainees, but to

wmeasure how well information was communicated from trainer

to trainee. (A hard test which no one can pass is not

necessarily indicative of either a good trainer or a good

training program.)

Test questions should be based on objectives; those objectives

should be known by the trainees so that they can prepare

adequately to take the test.

Failures on tests to achieve a certain standard should be used

to:

Build remedial training programs for the individual

trainee who failefa particular question or set of questions

1



2. Alert the Training Coordinator and Supervisor to watch for
potential problems indicated by test failures and move to
correct them.

Alert the Training Coordinator to areas of instruction that
may be weak and need additional time or effort.

4

D. The Bureau encourages testing in its training programs to
insure that all the steps in "C" above are carried out, as

well as to:

1. Insure consistency in training offered at all institutions.

2. Let the trainee know where he may experience difficulties
so that he can correct himself and become a more pro &ctive
em loyee.

Give us a data. ase so that we can justify, or eliminate,
the material we deliver in training. This helps insure
that the training we do deliver is of, high quality and
applicable to actual job performance needs.

IMPORTANT: ALWAYS advise trainees, prior to testing, that we do
not use tests as a pass/fail system for weeding out
employees. That we use it solely for the purposes

identified in "C" and "D."

HOW TO TEST "LEARNING"

A. Go over the test questions yourself; make sure the students
know the objectives they will be tested on and make sure
those objectives are adequately covered during the training
session itself.

B. Put the students at ease and allow ample time to take the

test.

Niw
C. Insure feedback - Make sure the student gets a corrected copy

of his test to examine )4ithin a short period of time. (Within

5 days after he/she has taken the test in this program.)

Discuss deficiencies identified by the test with each student
individually; help him/her develop a plan to correct those
deficiencies. A copy of the completed test - in the individual's
training file - etc. - should always be available for his/her
examination.

E. Make sure that supervisors are aware of what skills-information
you test for, and that they actively follow-up to insure that
hliderstanding of objectives is demonstrated oathe Job. (They

ave to take an active part in completing the "Actual Practice
Test.")
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Check those questions thatre always missed; are they con-

fusing-, inadequately stated, etip.? If so, rewrite thee to

adequately measure the objective. (Please check with the

Staff Training Division, Central Office, beforqprewriting any

of the standardized questions on the "Comprehensi Written"

or "Actual Practice Tests."

HOW TO SCORE A TEST

The important thifigit,o remember in scoring a test is that it is based

on objectives and each objective should have a performance standard built

in (All of the objectives developed for the introductory training

program have such standards--10Cr" 80%, etc.) Your two standardized tests

fbr the imtroductory.program indicate what section of the training program

the questi.ons that follow are drawn from. Look at page one of the

"Comprehensive Written Test," the first questions are taken from

"Counting Procedure.". You check that section of the program amd see

that for question one, the standard is 80:; thas,.if the trainee has 8,

9, or 10 correct principles written down, he has passed this question--

if he has 7 or less', he has. failed this question. Obvious19, he needs

to spend more time studying the material regarding the basic principles

for conducting counts.

Question two require', accuracy; the trainee's response

doesn't match the answers on the key almost exactly, he's failed this

question.

The "Actual Practice Test" is a little different, because you are

asking the supervisor or evaluator to observe whether or not an employee

demonstrates certain specific behavior. Either hP can perform as

described in the test question or he can not; the key here is to make

sure that your description of vi hat behavior you want the emplaxpe to

demonstrate is as exact and specific as possible. The standarriOr all

Of the "Actual Practice Test" items is 100';.. (The evaluator also has

to be extremely specific and exact in describing what the employee

cannot do--the "performance discrepancy.")

HOW TO WRITE TEST QUESTIONS

At some point in time, either during this program in connection

with "Local Option Objectives" or "Institutional Option Training

Programs" or on some other occasion, you are going to want to write test

items. The rules for doing so are fairly simple:

A. First, de is what you want to measure- -what does your

objective say?

What's the best way of measuring this--with a written question,

actual observation of performance, production of a product, etc.?

(Remember: a test does not have to be a paper and pencil

exercise.)



Don't make the mistake of having the wrong kind of test for a

particular activity--i.e., don't test whether or not someone
can drive a car strictly on the basis of a written test; take

him/her out in a Car a1 see hoW he/she operates it.

, E. Ask yourself, "is it really important that I try to test this--

is it critical to actually doing the job ?"

Again, feel free to contact the Staff Training Division, Central

Office (202) 724-215 or 321b, if you want additional advice, ideas

on testing.

By the way, if you decide to add local option questions to the
institution orientation pacage's standardized tests, feel free to
add them on to the last page of either document.
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INSTRUCTION SHEET: NOW TO GIVE AND USE THE "ACTUAL PRACTICE TEST"

TRAINING COORDINATOR:

First, all tnainees should be advised of he contents of the

test (they may be given a copy) and how it will be used.

The test contains areas of performance which must be observed by
the evaluator either during the training session or on the job.
These areas are keyed to the Performance Objectives contained
in the instructional material.

An evaluator may be the Training Coordinator, the employee's
immediate superVisor, or /an associate instructor. :(Someone

selected by the Training Coordinator from the institution
staff who delivers a portion or portions of the training.)
The evaluator must sign and date each area evaluated at the
time he evaluates the activity.

If a trainee has performed the activity described in a correct
ner and met the objectives. "Yes" should be checked.

If the activity has not been performed in accordance with
the objectives, "No" should be checked; AND:

In the space labeled "PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY", the evaluator
should concisely and specifically describe what it was that
the trainee was unable to do.

The Training Coordinat)r will check all "PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY"
statements, and confer with the employee and supervisor re:
development of remedial training. (This should be done within
5 working days after the performance discrepancy is identified.)

The Training Coordinator will follow up remedial training by
re-evaluating the area previously failed and noting any
positive/negative changes that occurred as a result of remedial

training.

PLEASE: Pay attention to time frames established for each
area evaluated after 30 days, within 90 days, etc.

(2) Discuss each page of the evaluation with the
trainee and have him sign andAate it.

keep an UP TO DATE copy of this examination in each
employee's training file. It will*be examined
during audits. The employee may see this examination
upon his request.
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ACTUAL PRACTICE TEST

Attached is the Actual Practice Test that you will be evaluated
iwool

during your first year oar the job. You should look over the

stele of when certain items will be evaluated and check with

your supervisor or Trainirrg Covedinator to be sure that your

evaluation is on schedule.

Remember, the Actual Practice Test is an indication of how

you are using the information gained from your training activities.

Each topic covered on the test haq'a place for your signature

so you will know where you stand at all times.

HEDULE

Test Phase
e,

DURING THE 40 HOURS OF TRAINING: Items 2,- 11, 14, 16, and19,
20., 24, 26, 29, and 31 will be
evaluated:

2 IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE EMPLOYEE RETURNS TO THE JOB: Items 1, 5,
6, and 9, will be evaluated.

AFTER 30 DAYS ON THE JOB: Item 3 will be evaluated.

AFTER 90 DAYS ON THE JOB:

5. AFTER ONE YEAR ON THE JOB:

Items 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18,
21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, -and
32 will be evaluated.

Items 7 and ,15 will be evalua



is

Take a few minutes and look over each of he items

that will be evaluated. You should have had training in each

of the areas as part of the Institution Familiarization Course.

If you find an area that you did not receive training in, you

,should cofitact your training coordinator immediately.



PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

AREA EVALUATED: EVALUATOR & DATE -

The ,trainee has actually
obseried a count take
place.

oft4:77'

Yes No
Evaluator

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

The trainee has conducted
an accurate count of a living
area (or- section of .a living
area) while under super-
vision of an associate
instructor.

Yes

Evaluato

Date

l-have seen this evaluation and discussed it withfthe evaluator.

Trainee Signature /Date



PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

2 7

AREA EVALUATED: E A

After at leastif.30 days

on the job, e trainee
consistently tonducts
accurate, timely, and
efYicient counts of the
areas under his supervision.

Yes No
Evaluator

-Date

.PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

After 90 days on the
job, this staff member
is. making_ correct
referral of inmates
requesting services
and/or program assistance
to the appropriate insti-
tutional officials at least
90% of the time.

, 0

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evalua

Trai nee gnature /Da



BROADTOPIC:

T

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

AREA EVALUATED:

This staff member has
personally'viAttfir
and observed the following
areas of the institution:.
Federal Pristn Industries,
Clissificition and Parole,
Education and Vocational
Training Areas, Food ,
Service, Custodial Offices,
Mechanical tervices,
Medical-Dental Area,
Mental Health Offices,
afety and Sanitation,
Chapel, Business Office
Functional Living Units,
Executive/Administrative
Offices, Farm and/or Camp/

'mum Security Housing
Area. (In the event that
your particulaiminstitution
does not have some of these
operations/sections, feel
free to delete them from
this list.)

Yes . No

EVALUAT

va i ua

Date

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the ator.

Traine- Si gnature/Da e



ARE EVALUATED:

6. This staff member has
correctly identified all
gas equipment and fire-
'arms used tithe Bureau
of Prisonf7kmd correctly
matched the corresponding
*munition with the
firearm. ,

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

Yes No

"Firearms
FamiliariiatioW

RMOORFIANCF TISCREPANCY:

EVALUATOR A DATE:
-/j

22

D ate

This staff member has fired
all weapons issued to him/
her during annual refresher
training and has mot or
ceeded required qualifi-
tion scores.

Yes No
va uat

Date

,In. some cases, employees are exempted from Firearms Training,
Warden; not required to achieve a qualifying score ; or

institution. due to its mission, does not issue firearms to employees or
megu4re their use

( *Check a particular blank if appropriate for this employee or institution)

by the

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

17ranee Signa ore is =e



PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

- 5 -

AREA EVALUATED:

civit

all weapons issued to
him in a safe and
responsible manner; and
has followed all require-
ments for weapons use as
establiShed by Bureau/local
policy.

Yes No

23

EV UATOR & DATE:

valuator

Date

* This employee does not routinely handle weapons and there has been no
opportunity to evaluate him/her in the area

* This institution does not normally issue weapons to employees or require
their use

:*Check a particular blank if appropriate for this employee or insti u

"Inmate Disciplinary
Procedures"-

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

9, This employee has actually
observed the institution
I.D.C. and U.D.C. process
Disciplinary cases.

Yes No

Evalua

Date

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator(s

Trainee Signature /pate



111100 TOPIC: AREA EVALUIZED:

Thisengloyee has.
reeorts,-.

testimony and other
requested assistance
to the U.D.C. and
I.D.C. in a manner
consistent with current
Bureau Policy rAgarding
Inmate Disciolfgary
Procedures.

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

Yes

"Contraband
Identification and
Control

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

a

EVALUATOR & DATE:.

Evaluator

4

Date

11. The employee has correctly
identified items

insert #
of contraband as to
category and accurately
described their usual
illicit use.

Yes No
Evaluator

Date

I hal/e seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

Trainee Signature/Date



PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

7-

AREA EVALUATO; EVALUATOR DATE:

'The employee, after at
least 90 days on the

negative comments
(regarding his control
of contraband) on his
monthly/quarterly evaluation.

Yes No-

uato

ate

"Duty Roster and,
Assignmenti"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

13. The employee, after at
least 90 days on the
job, has received no
adverse comments regarding
misuse of sick/annual
leave on his nonehly

or quarterly evaluations.

Yes No

Evaluator

ate

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

Trainee Signa u



PERFO 1M4CE DISCREPANCY:

AREAEVALUATED:.

4 During the trilning
period, this employee
correctly identifiled
a lacking,device
Problem and corrected it.

Yes No

EVALUATOR & DATE:

EvaTuator

Date

"Tool and Key Control

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

The employee has
completed the probationary
year without any negative
comments from his
supervisor (iiv writing)
regarding poor key control
or inability to operate
locking devices.

Yes No

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

Train--



9 - 27

AREA EVALUATED: EVALUATOR DATE;

16. While under supervision
of an associate instructor,

40m,

rely and accurately
searched a vehicle and an
institution area Which nor-
mally poses some security
prqblens. In conducting

these searches, the
employee followed and
accurately filled out
the local security
inspection form.

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

Yes No
EvaTuator

ate

Security
Inspection"

.PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

During the past 90 days,
this employee has
conducted all security
rnspection% as ordered,
in accordance with
correct policy and
procedure. His month
quarterly evaluations,
indicate no difficuTtier
in carrying out this
responsibility.

Yes No

Evaluator

ate

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

7 Trainee Signature/Date



1ROAD TOPIC=

"Emergency 'Plans"

AREA EVALUATED:

18. To date (at leaSt 90
days after E.D.Y.) this
employee has conducted
himself appropriately
and in accordance with
policies and/or
instructions from his
superviso'rs, during
`all emergency situations
He has received no
negative commenks
regarding this area on his
'monthly or quarterly
evaluations.

F

EVALUATOR YDATE:

Yes No 9

EviTuato

ate

We have had no emergency situations; thus, it is impossible to rate

this area.

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

28

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

Trainee Signature /Date



ippAp TOPIC:

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

AREA EVALUATED:

21. For at bast 90 days
after E.O.D., this
employee received
no negative eommenls_-
on his monthly or
quarterlyevaluation
regarding his ability
to insure accountability

the inmates under
Is supervision.

No

EVALUATOR DATE:

Eval ua

Date

30

I have seen this evaluation and discussed i he evaluator.

rainee Signature/,Cate



13

AREA EVALUATED:

22. This employee con-
sistently submits
incident reports. (as
needed) wbith are
grammatically accurate
and meet the following
criteria:

Describe, ot) =raved

behavioror e idence
obtained thro
investigation

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

nclude oily facts
nd details.

c. Show no biases,
prejudices, or
personal. judgements.

Identify staff and
inmate witnesses.

Yes No
Eval ua

Date

I Nye seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

rainee Signature /Date



ERPQRMANCE DISCREPANCY:

32

AFA, EVALUATED:

AnyvostLiphavo at
least three incident-
rePorts preparedt-
this employee and
those reports'meet ,
the characteristice.
of well written ripoil%
1:lescribect In the

preCeding perform#ne' "
objectives.

EVALUATOR'S DATE:

Yes

Date

fi

"Shakedowns - Inmate"

PERFORMANCEOISCREPANCY:

24. During the actual class,
this participant "shook
down" another participant,

wed ed all of the

pre011bed techniques
(see earning objectives
for specific techniques)
and discovered all items
of contraband hidden upon
the individual being
searched.

Yes No

Evaluator

Date

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

-N

Trainee Signature/Date



AREA EVALUATED:

25.' This employee regularly,-

_conducts irate shake-
downs as required.' His/
her procedures and
techniques ace consistent
with local and. Bureau.
Policy and with the
standards covered in the
introductory training

Package.

PERF ©R LANCE DISCREPANCi':':

Yes

EVALUATOR DATE;

EvaTuator

Date

"Shakedowns - Inma 26. During -he training
sessio this employee
took part in sear'cing
an-inmate housing area.
During that search, all
Previously hidden items
of contraband were
recovered.

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

Yes
Evaluator

1lave seen this evaluation and discussed with the evaluator.

inee Signature /Da



.BROAD TOPIC:

- 16

AREA EVALUATED:

"Shakedowns - Area" 27. This employee has con-
.

sistentlyconducted
area searches as
requested and/or
re4uired. -During those
searches, he/she has
consistently followed
the correct
procedures and policies
defined by the Bureau/
institution, and has
used the techniques
discussed in the "area
shakedowr segment of
the introductory
training program.

Yes Nc

PERFORMANCE:

JrY

EVALUATOR b DATE:

Evaluator

Date

I have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.

Trainee Signature/Date



BROAD TOPIC:

"Freedom Elf Information
and Privacy Acts"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

AREA EVALUATED:

28. During the last 90 dayrs,

this "employee has
released information
and restricted
access to information
in accordance with
provisions of the
FLpedom of Information
and Privacy Acts; and
has strictly followed
local, Bureau, and
Department of Justice
policies with regard
to release of such
information.

Yes No

35-

EVALUATOR AND DATE:

Evaluator

Date

I have seen this evaluation and diScuRSed it with the evaluator=

(a nee ature/Date



BROAD TOPIC:

"Personnel Processing
and.Clothing Issue"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY

ERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

18

AREA EVALUATED:

29. Immedi ately upon E.O.D.,

this employee completed
the following personnel
forms: SF 50, 54, 61,
71B, 86, 87, 144, 176,
2809, and W4; and the
following local forms:
(fill in blanks)

Yes No

This employee has taken the
oath of oftice

Yes No

16

EVALUATION & DATE:

Evaluator

Date

Evaluator

Date

i have seen this evaluation and discussed it with the evaluator.
=7.

Trainee Signature/Date



BROAD TOPIC:

"Personnel Processing
and Clothing Issue"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

"Employee Conduct and
Responsibility"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

I have seen this evalua

19

AREA EVALUATED: EVALUATOR DATE:

30 After 90. days on the
job, this employee
is performing in a
manner consistent
with the major duties
and performance
standards described
in the,position
description and post
orders

Yes No

31. This individual has
read and signed a
statement indicating
his receipt of
Policy Statement
3735.1B and 3735,2,
"Employee Conduct
and Responsibility."

Yes No

Evaluator

Date

Evaluator

Date

n and discussed it with the evaluator.

Trainee Signature/Date

37



BROAD TOP C:

' "Employee Conduct and

Responsibility"

PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCY:

20-

AREA EVALUATED: EVALUATOR & DATE:

32. During the last 90
days, this individual
has not violated any
of the provisions of
the policy statement
on Standards of
Employee Conduct and
Responsibility; aS
indicated by no negative
action being taken
against him/her
formally or informally.

Yes NO

Evaluator

Date
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Institution Familiarizaffon

Comprehensive
Written Test



INSTRUCTION SHEET: HOW TO GIVE AND USE THE "COMPREHCNSIVE WRITTEN TEST"

Training Coordinator:

First, all trainees should be advised specifically of what rest Plat
they will be tested On. You may choose to do this by letting then
know the learning objectives for each unit of study. This test is
keyed to those objectives.

Advise the trainees that this is not a "pass/fail" examination; its
sole use is to help spot dny tor!,a n/skill deficiencies which they
still have after completim; trairliricl. ')teos will then be taken through
remedial training, counseling, etc., to correct those deficiencies.

The test contaons all tyl.)cr r

blank, multi; e , t rde I

are des)gneil to edsline all

the iMstruc t1nna i J,dt

Trainees sholAl

of the 1O-n!:,
to finish tht, 0,aHnati[
how much time tc

The Trainihq

attached kei,

H
r 1

short an wer, fill in the
rt 0(Fly. The questions
iblectives contained in

rediately on completion
tlflv "lay be necessary

iscrotion in deciding

tnr- excriind lc usim the

r:v:11'icrjr n9w successfully a trainee achieved

(A) -refe'r an and ohiective measured by the nuestior_

(Farh ,indtion i,, broken into specific topics --
1_114,hit_,(! "-!eSpOnS1h1llty, 'Counting Procedures,"
etc. for ease 0, iating objectives.) The key indicates

s*ancurd answerine the question =-

(E)

the necssa

---,

Measure -ln+ Ahv 4":'. t.he stanoAd, if the key (ob-
jective) calls r accJracy and the trainee did not completely
answer 1 ne na,o. ",cat fief_ 1pit--:Cf.1 :f it calls for 75
accuracy, nil fl-- rid. "r-- frlr' (Mr !,iaiorlk,Doirts asked

: (jnS!"-2 '

Ca1VCr. Tie answeronfor in tne Hef ','.r.
the key_ j s the !s]: must meet or
exceed it in Ondr.,r

If the trainee '111,
Traininq Coocql,

and correct
r1eas

an

statement

he chiective,

objectives the

sness of the rlroblem
counseling.

to f e 1Cr,,

-.1icy
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Follow up in 30-days (or whatever time frame is appropriate)
to insure that the training problem has been corrected and is
causing no difficulty in performing the job. '(Be sure to advise
the supervisor of such potential problems one they have been
identified.)



Name:

Ins on

COMPREHENSIVE WRITTEN TEST

42
Date:

Inst tution Familiarization
earrong Objectives

COUNTING PROCEDURES:

1. There are ten basic principles for conducting counts described

in the Custodial Manual Please list them below:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I

In writing; briefly and concisely indica the basic criteria

each of the following types of counts:

A. "Formal"

B-7 "Census Checks"

C. "Emergency Counts"____



Please, list below, the times at which formal counts are conducted

at thq institution:

Briefly describe any specific problems at this institution (physical
structure of dormitories,'etc. )which hinder efficient, accurate

counts.

INMATE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES:PROGRAMS

A

5. List five inmate' programs and services .offered at this institu
along with the name of the individual staff member responsible

each program/service.

Program /Service Staff Member

n,

6. Outline, in order, the steps that an inmate must go through at
this institution prior to appearing before the United States Parole

Commission.

r



Briefly list the local policy requirements governing:

A. Study Release:

B. Work Release;

8. List five characteristics of the local inmate popOlation which have

a bearing on the programs/services offered at this institution:

9. List,and briefly
unitat this institution.

the characteristics of, each functional



-4-

Define "Social Education" and brie f1 xplain how its impacts on

all institution program areas-

r-
Define the term "Volunteerism in Correctional;P og mming" and

give at least three examples.



46

FACILITY TOUR:

12. In the space below, sketch a diagram of this institutjon. (the

sketch does not have to be to scale but ought to include all
'major structures - correctly+labeled - and security_ features -

. fences and/or walls, towers, etc.)



_6. 47

Describe, brieflr and specifically, y unique programs and/or
hen-ties at this institution wh1c onterbbte to inmate Welfare

and/or institution maintenance. (IF THERE ARE NONE, PLEASE

SO STATE.)

FIREARMS FAMILIARIZATION

14. In the spaces below, list the standard firearms issued and used

at Bureau institutions. In addition, in the space to the right,
briefly describe the characteristics (effective 'range, general
use made of the weapon, etc.) of each of the firearms you have

listed,

Firearm: Characteristics:



48

What are the three types of gas commonly used in Bureau institutions

and Wfiat-are heir characteristics?

ult

-116. List ive types of gas weapons and equipment fAnd
institution.

a Bureau

17. What are two pieces of equipment commonly found in an institution
which use ammunitions - although not normally considered weapons?

18. Briefly describe the four major points in the Bureau's policy on
the use of firearms.



-8- 49"

19.. Briefly describe any local considerations (nearness of civilians,
.)which affect- the uip of firearms. (Optional Question)

INMATE DISCIPLINE

20. In the space below, g ve a brif definition of "Discipline" which
correispprkb to the definition used in the Bureau-of Prisons.

21. What is the difference between formal, atid informal disciplinary

actions? Give two examples of each.

22. List three examples of situations which warrant informal disciplinary

actions.

23. List three examples of 'tuations which warrlint foimalsdisciplinary

actions.



9-,

24. What is the primary source of documentation used in a
-d$stiOfinary action?

25. What is the difference between "Discipline" and "Punishment "?

50

26. List two Positive Disciplinary actions and two Negative Disci01,Jnary
Actions:

"Positive"

REPORT WRITING

27. A report can be defined as

"Negative"

28. The first step in preparing a report is .

29. List the four types of reports regarding inmate conduct commonly
submitted by line personnel:

167

30. List four requirements for a well written incidentreport:



-1

CONTRABAND IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL:

31. List the two categories of contrabapd found in itutions:

51

Give five specific examples of the type of-contraband that might -

beJound in eath of the categories identified in question #3 *

Category__ Category 2

33. What are the three most common items of contraband found at this
institution?

34. List, and briefly but concisely, describe two commonly used pro-
cedures for 'controlling contraband:



52
r

EMERGENCY PLANS

35. Li elow, and briefly describe, all emergency signals used at

th institution:

36. In-terms of your own particula ,job speci lty, and your "norma

locatioR in the institution, wha tees are you to take in the

event of:

An Escape?

A .Sturbance?

What are the key elements in the institution's escape and dis-
burbance plans?

Escape : Disturbance:

00



53
r 2-

Identify, below, any-unique problems posed by institution layout,
population_ characteristics. etc.. that affect 'Staff actions
in the event of djsturbances or escapes.

Are there any unusual local emergencies (i.e hurricanes, earth-
quakes, etc:) that can be anticipated at this institution? If

so, please describe in writing, the steps to be taken in dealing

with such emergencies:

INMATE ACCOUNTABILITY AND SECURITY:

40. In terms of inmate accpuntability, and your role as a correctional
worker, what does the term "Firm but Fair" mean?



54

41. List any special requirements far, or any special problems in,
supe.vising the following

dical Furloughs

B. Recreational Field Trips

C. Escorted Furloughs (Deathbed visit, funeral, etc.

Mail Room

Hospital and Pill Line

(List Continues on next page



F. Call Outs

-14- 55

Rec rd Office

Vis

Corm scary-

Legal and Regular Library

K. Segregation /Detention

(List Continues on next page)



L. feed Service

56

Clothing Room

Specificilly identify the material found in a detail crew kit
and the information contained on a crew kit card.



-16-

4 What are the security classifications used at this institution
and what do they mean in terms of an inmate's access to various
areas of the institution and freedom of movement?

D ROSTER AND ASSIGNMENTS

44. On my present assignment my normal working hours are:

. 45. Describe when, and if, these hours change your shift rotates

46. What are considered legitimate reasons for requesting a shi

preference? Briefly describe how yOU make such a request.

47. List any written documents which specify how you are to perform

your job:

57,
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How you request sick and annual leave?

58

Sick

49. Who is the ime/attendance.clerk responsible for maintaining_

your time/attendance TOord?

'50. List the major elements of:

A Post Oder

'A Position Description

51; What-.are the time frames for tt three major shifts at this in-

stltutFon?

TOOL ANT1KEY- CONTROL

52, List at0east class " and 5 Class "B" tools commonly found

at thissinst ution,

Class "A" Class



0

5 Briefly Describe the local institutioh policy, for handling Class

"A" and.Class "B" tools:

54. List, and briefly-describe, the commonly discovered problems with
1ocking devices at this institution; and one method (per problem)

of correcting-them.

55. What are the key control procedures which must be followed at(

thi- institution?

SECURITY INSPECTIONS:

414Noli 1 it, below, all of the items covered on the institution's
secbrity.tniPection form; and briefly describe the elements con-

sideed.i valuating security for each of these items.



_et

57. List, and briefly describe :any special problems in conducti

SeCUriti*SpeCtiOnS which are created by the physical layout and /or

q structure of the institution.

Br1efly describe thelrocedu us for searching vehicles rnoviv %

'and out of thik1pstituti

SHAKEDOWNS IMATE:

,V., List at least 20 specific body /clothing locatlorts,

conducting a body searai

check in

60 Describe the proper procedure for conducting a -pat-down" search;

and clarify how to conduct such searches in a positive Manner

which does notidaroge,positive staff-inmate relationships:

0



61. What is the correct procedure to follow when:

(A) A male staff member searches a female _mate?

(B) A female staff member searches a male inmate?

62. Briefly describe the Bureau policy covering searches of a member
of the opposite sex by a staff member:

63. List, in order, al' steps to be f ilowed in conducting a strip

search.

"SHAKEDOWNS - AREA'

List three criteria fc,r tonduCtihq an area shakedown ,o a mannel7

which does riot dlnane positive staff-inmate relation nips



55. Describe, in correct order, the steps for conducting:

(A) A one person search of a small area such as a cell:

1,=

(B) A group search of large area s(ich as an industrial' work si

66. You have just started searching a cell and you find a large cache
of inmate made Thome brew", what should you do?

FREEDOM OF 1%FORMATIW VACY ACTS

67. All requests for records are referred to, ao- _ged by -,_rid

monitcrei hy: (Circle the correct response)

A. The thief E,pcJtive Ottic*r at the institution.

B, Thy- Office o-F General Counsel Central Office.

C. The Regional Director.
D. The Director, Bureau of Pris,n-

E. The Attorney ,eri or flepartmorit of designee.

Requests for inr!le and ,tor ' r ° located at an institution

or Regional Office will be referred to, and responded to, by:

(circle the correct response,

The Chief Exec Jive ar the institution.

The Office of Llenerdl :;eritcal Office

C. The Regional Director.
D. , The Director, Bureau of ms.
E. The Attorney General rr Dep rtment of Justice designee.



69. Bureau of Prisons' records sought by subpoena, order, or other
Court demand, in con9tction with Court proceedings, may not be
produced without aroval from: (Circle the correct response.

A. The Chief Executive Officer at the institution.
B. Thelbffice of General Counsel, Central Office,
C. T* Regional Director.
D. The Dir,ector, Bureau of Prisons.
E. The Attorney General or Department of Justice designee.

..-The four situations which follow describe instances in which so one
requests you to provide information about an inmate. Based on your
Anowle4ge of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts, indicate
if you would or would trot release the information requested. In the
space provided, briefly (-jive the reason for your decision.

70.14Ce Dai Post editor c4lis you and wants to know if inmate

vdtore -ian is locked up at your institution, the lengt-
is sentence, and for-.A VgaS committed.

.eck One: Would-elease ,info: Would not -T.ease info:

Reason:

71. Depqty, Sheriff tidnel Ketchum, Polk County Sheriff's Office,
sends you a 1etfdr on sheriff's department stationary and requests
to know if inmate O'Brian has !een visited regularly by a Miss
Lily Matthews, 1119 Bluebird Lane, Sumner, Ohio.

Check one:

Reason:

Would ease 1 Would not release info:

72. Mrs. Matt rible calls tne ititution and identities h---
self as the aunt of inmate TBrian. She says she has heard that
her nepnew has ;),eon confine° to the institution hospital and she
wishes to know t'he seriousness of his ailment.

Check one: Would rel:,?ae uld not release info:

Reason:

53



73. Comer McDowell, well known author, sends the institution a letter

advising that he is considering writing a book based on the criminal

exploits of inmate Salvatore O'Brian, He requests that he be
provided with any information regarding inmate O'Brian's insti-
tutional adfustmen, Job assignments, etc. He indicates he is
willing to pay for any expense involved ir collecting this ins
formation, provided in the Freedom of information Act.

CheJ On
Reason:

Would release info: Would not release info:

/4. S me nt' mdtior 1 ne, ("Jr:, ,ered to he 'Pub

P-cn in

An rittate 41

Er r1(-

H(..

t

LI'

he(J1

dprt_,d: tfld d

IC. r I !III ti. nr-t

recorS concerning him,
information can be with=

records
o ney

-et refer

neednr! ot

tire 'r'



79. As a Bureau employee, what agency records pertaining to you,

do you have access to under the Freedom of Information Act?

65

80. What information About ')/(r., AS an employee, can the agency release

without you corn t LA! Jr i:.novkionc. of the Privacy Act?

A'

PERSEME L Pi6Yv_L

81. If :Jose

:

:Ientlication Card, I should notify:

82. I earn H.Jrt, Annual Lea,- arl

during each.;0,

hOurc. of Sick Leave

My official wa.u. 4t2t2 be--_Hn on

ay n the week

84. : will IDe ttat,J,-, for weeks, and :111 be *

given a wri*_ter :.ertormance every days.

List the , :tesirr= to accor,t outside

emHoymf.!nt:

8f. List ti r' -Thrt refuse to allow you to

aceot e,



bb

87. What are the criteria for giving you an "unsatisfactory" evalua-
tion?

88. Briefly describe what recourse you have if yo,' are given an "0-
satisfactory" rating:

89. My firc,f da, Gn

90. What are three rAoi- tutie-, and cnijr performance standards listed
in your ;)oSlt 10r, nt .

Major lut_10, PJerformance Standards:

a

EMPLuYLi

ql, List tne of e7 kver- fibility covered hy,
the policy statcler* or (_,tandardt3 of Fr',ploye Conduct and

,A

'4



92, Give an example whicf, shows a violation of Policy for each
the eight majorrar6as listed in the preceding question:

Give three e ert lecli violations of fh@ Standaris

et Fr!;-Inyee And Peirr'n,-,iHlity policy:

,

pOna' tie:
,r4

1,conduct and state the range
for oJcC ,iioiatiori according
ljnar ari,1 Penalties:



- 95. Briefly describe the process through which an "adverse action",*
because of a violation of the standards of Employee Conduct and

Responsibility, takes place:

ApMINISTRATIVE



INSTRUCTION SHEET: HOW TO USE THE "COMPREHENSIVE WRITTEN TEST KEY"

TRAINING COORDIOTOR:

There are three tasic kinds of questions on this test:

1. UESTIONS WITH STANDARDIZED ANSWERS: The appropriate answers
e items are on the key and all you have to do is compare

nee's response with the key response to see if there is

CAUTION: Fill in the blank, short essay, example
Dnses do not have to match the key response exactly; how-

evh, the same basit information should be provided by the trainee.

(rtems: 1, 2, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 4

2E, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
64, 65, (4,6, 17, 68, 69,

85, 86, 91,

32, 24, 40, 42, 60, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,

70, 71, 72, 73, 74 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,

94, ard 95j

UESTIONS WITH 'NSWEP THAT MUST BE DE -ivN
appropriate answers or these questions
conditions, needs, etc. Prior to usin
these questions and write in the answers you

on this-Key. In some cases, we have suggested' examp an o
sourCeSbr possible answers. (Items: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12,

13, 1, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 43, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

58, and 93.)

ED LOCALLY: The

ri. on oca policies,
lease check

to

JSTJONS WHOSEsAMWERS MAY VARY WITH iferVIDUAL TRAINEES: These

questions deal with specific information pertaining to the
individual employee, such as, "what are the major duties in your

oosition describtion?" They will have to be evaluated indivi-
dually for every trainee. (Items: 36, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,

3, 29, and 9C

Please r=t,l(-,

NOter1d;

whdt c er

A few items indi4at trey are obiIona',

unioue local broq ra , at your

to ';oore question

with standar

Gut tie reason yestior

tie

i

air

ruCt Onal

you may not have any

st _:on so you would ask your trairpees

+owe er, lc not ski* an of the "t*tions

of have firearms your institution

dr- On z test, and a unit on



.

firearms is in this course, is that the young fellow sitting in the

fgpt row may transfer to a penitentiary some day; we want to make sure

he has at least a basic bit of knowledge about firear,ns when he gets

there.

One final point, the quicker you can correct your tests and get them

back to the students, the better. Remember,. a maj urpose of testing

is to provide feedback to trie individual about his strengths and weak-

nessesplease don't deav it delfivering the message.



Institution
Options



JLTrrUTIDEVEPItONAL OPTION" TRAINING PACKAGES

NOTE TO THE TRAINING COORDINATOR

This,lesson plan is irec

not the tNiidee,.ariA s d the

total introductory t ainin nstitu-

stt677Thim. the initial 40 h ng, the focal
coordinator '11 havi from one, se -n hou s that can be
filled with tr iping that is spec fically aimed at meeting
unique local, nst*tutional needs. (The amount of time a
given instituflion'will hAge varies because of different
emphasis put or such topics as "Firearms and Oas Familia
nation, "Facit4ty Tour," etc.) This brief outline
should aid in Opeding,such development of local training
programs and insuring.that they are consistent in tone and
format with the other Segments in the introductory package.

94
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LESSON PLAN DEVELOPING "INSTITUTION OPTION" TRAINING PACKAGE

LESSON TITLE: Developing "Institutional Option"'Training Packages

TIME FRAME

MATERIALS:

PR

: Varied (dependent on the complexity of the subject, skill
and resources of the local Training Coordinator;)1

Copy of "Training Program Development Guide," Writing
Materials, "Standard B.O.P. Training Format.

()RIFT': For use at any time the local Training Coordinator identifies
a training need that is unique to the local institution and/or
which is not dealt with through delivery of an existing,
available training package.:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: After studying this material, each Training
Coordinator wil' be able to:

PERAORMA"1(

Outline the standard format used for Bureau
of --isans' staff training programs (100' accuracy

Identify and explain, in correct sequence, the
.even steps in developing a training
'010C,rdM

ntif'i, and briefly explain, the four types
f task analyses that can be conducted in

r searching a training problem

Oh,] completing a review of this package, each
no Coordinator will be able to:

el op training rirograms aimed at impacting
nn local training needs, using a systematic

,_eps outlined in Learning Objective
'5 ) approach, and :tithin a two week time

(Su,Lessfu 'attainment of this
objective will be evaluated by the S.T.C.

tractor assigned to audit the institution's
program.' (100 accuracy)
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TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GUIDE

840

There are two keys to developing gopd, local training packages:

A. Use a systematic approach so that you insure that all
aspects of the problem are covered and that the material/
format fit smoothly with the other elements of your train-
ing program.

B. Make sure that you can measure if any benefits have actually
been derived from the training program as indicated by improved
abitilytb function on tht_i_R12.

The system which we suggest you use is the follow'

STEP ONE: IDENTIFY THE SPECIFIC TRAINING PROBLE.
DISCUSSION OF MAGER AND PIPE) AND THE
VIDUALS TO BE TRAINED.

SEE OUR EARLIER
ECIFIC INDI-

Is this package for all employees? Probationary employe

Specialists?

STEP TWO: DETERMINE EiTRY' LEVEL PERFORMANCE ABILITIES OF YOU
TRAINEES.

What are the specific skills and levels of knowledge that yout
trainees should have when they report for training?

STEP THREE: IDENTIFY JOB PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS OF YOUR
TRAINEES.

are the minimum skills, abilities, areas of knowledge that
trainees should have when they complete training? This

should be adequate to insure that the employee can accurately
and successfully complete his/her job assignments.

There are four ways of determining Job Performance Require-
ments; all of them are termed "TASK ANALYSES" and yoNlay:
find one or more of use to you in determining "J.P.R."

OBSERVATION TASK ANALYSIS: You actually go to the job site and
view someone performing the task to
determine what skills/information are
needed.

SIMULATED TASK ANALYSIS: If you have performed the task yourself,
-eflect back on what you found to be the
necessary, significant skills and infor-
,'atHon: (Be caJITiTAs--the Job may have
changed significantly since you last
performed it.)



CONTENT, ANALYSIS: Are there any wri en materials (post orders, manuals,

etc.,) which cover the job an which you should ;'

review before aeveloping your fining prograNO

97

INTERVIEW ANALYSIS: Talk to. gnized "exptrts" (people who perform

the task e eedingly well) and find out what,

%. they conside .important skills and information

= that ought to be covered in the training program.

'Ig_tglitql:
IbENTIfY,ypuR TRAINING OBJECTIVES.

11, ''-i

.

This wi be fairly simple if you have identified Entry

Level Pe ormance Requirements and Job Performance
,

Requv, ements, because:
,...

JOCIPERFORMAFE REQUIREMENTS - ENTRY LftEL PERFORMANCE

.STEP

OBJECTIVES

emember, objectives ought to:

1 State specifically what is expected of the trainee

during and after he completes training. ..,

Be measurable (can he or cAn't he - perform i in a

certain manner?)
Be realistic giving the timeoen'd resources you

Piave available and the ski]] level of the trainee.

FV-E: DETERMINE IF YOUR TRAINING HAS VALIDITY.

.How will you tesloor otherwise measure I f your training

has had a poSili)ae effect on the tr'ainee's ability to

perform the job?

STEP SIX: ANALYZE THE TRAINING POPULATION AND JOB SETTING.

Are there any ficant characteristics of your trainees

and/or `the job setting which dill have a positive or

negative effect on your training program? How can you

overcome negative effects and make use of positive

eftects7

STEP S.EVEN: PUT IT ALf TOGETHER BLl i LEA A CO P -HENSIVE PLAN.

Lay out what need to do it sequenti.al steps, assign

tVilp frame completion of each step , and meet

fur deacCints, Identify any special equipment and/or

training which you need and mane arrangements to

have them on hand, (The Media' Services Center, Central
Office,--FHONE (CO2) 724-3102will be happy to give you

advice and cuionsel, a well as. other kind; of assistance,

in securing. instructional aids.)



In ter a format, use the same one followed in other standar-

diiid'aureau training programs:

LESSON TITLE:

filMt- FRAME:

-SUGGESTED MATERIALS:

9

PRIORITY: (When the; material should be covered)

_LEARNING OBJECTIVES (Whit you expect during training)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: -

BODY OF THE LESSON PLAN: Make it as thorough as " ' feel

is necessary to deliver th e material.

(What you expect of the employee
jwhen he returns-to the job) -

If you 'run into any problems building your own programs, or if you

merely want to try out -an idea or get another opinion about

package, Teel free to call the Training Program Development
4

(20,2111172A-3215 or 216 for their ideas andlassistance.

98



CTibN TO RE G'OPTION

you ask many people to define or describe wh *t .that an

institution Training Coordinator res,_they NOLA he puts

on training jrograps and makes sure that employees ge t sent, to the
%

required

reoads
ei

1

ng Prog n tinie. key track of training,

keS sur ainees get their per diem money 'on time

like that."'

All of thielb ing statemen is true; Training Coordinators

ought to be carrying out fll of these tasks. Butya Training

Coordinator who concerns'himself-' only wittlrmaking Surge regurfed

,raining islbelivered an time, to the-appropriate employees 16 not

really doing his job. There is another, extremely *important facet
.2

tie job th1t is of-_en overlooked--even,by some'T ng Coorilinators.
4 .

Thai fiFet invol\.es "EVALUATIQN," "FALLOW -UP,'" and 'RETRAINAG"0;

"REMED6t TRAINING."

Let's explore for a few minutes why this is such

rh_ Bureau of Prisons has spent a considerable

to insure, that all employees, including those 4

_n important

of time and

initial year

the,low..ihisemployment, are given the basic skills necessa

training is not a:priviilege to be doled out to a selec

ht which every employee is eptitled to as

as a reward-,

of'his

But for a variety of reasons, some- employees do not

thing they ould fro3 a training experience--they 'return to'the

job still unpre red to adequately carry;o00the responsibilities of



4 %I

The orcanztion still has a res ihilty to identify such

uacies IM co at all ssible. The TrainiAg

1

Coordinator occupis6 th k y position An this, d eification and

correction process. molly happens_ is -that the employees

s

_ .

4pervison.iwill advise Thairong Coordinator (or Other 'people will
.

let the Training Coorlinitor

performing up to expectatio

simple form:

4f
that a partiollaremployee isn't

In Nany cases, this takes. a rather

isn't doing it right; he.needs more'

yaining!" The hidden message fS fairly otwious: "O.K. ,Training

gspon ibi ow-Jdo something o make MomCoordinator, it'sHyoUr,

or her a good emololee.
. .

linfortundtel) it isr ite that 'ea

a good pmplLteeh is not ju

Coordinktor.. It is equally th re'sponSittility of _hf employee's

e rippons

her

e Trail lig

supers isor, and i any cases,' the most Alueble service e Tratning

Coo rd ,fttur :an perorn

retra4Ing t'iat occu

1.1 440
pervisor fully i-rliolved in any.,

44

j -At this point, p,L. !lave an employee and a supervi-orboth probady

unhappy because the employee cannot perform his/her job adequately:,

shouj,d you c-nvder retraining g program? Let'S look

t several reasots:
/.=

A. T anization already has a large time ,and /Toney invest-

m_ht in ±his earl

att6mptlft'to co

economic ,to-1 .poi.

to di s.i s hiM/her without first

prnhlem is foolish,fust #141 an



- Individuals have different backgrounds, tolerances for.

learning, etc. As.a'result,3most people do make mista

f time tb time regardless of the fact. that they have

previous training. To'illsTiss-\ someone for A iminer mistake

automatically, without'offering fu,rther as:st tonsftlpioald

lead to a. very tone .staff 'wit

Co An OAT WaT has a. right to ex

summary dismissal if 110 makes a minor

ap eals'hilVher tiring to the

E E.O. examiner, Court, or other arbiter it
AI .

probably going to ask: "What did yoru do to hap this Individual

overcome these deficiencies prior to ofismi. sal'?"
-44

You wi 1 1 . sometimes get requests 'to re-anrell someone is
,

training progr4m aneitiake them repeat. the wh leprogmft. If

the deficienciis are dealt with qpli in a

of that program, this again become

Consider the ratiOnaie.for training,mi4.

purpose--to tlelp t empl:byee betten d

,Segment (say

of Door economic

!ally one

s job. Often a very

i

r
simpl o t, inexpensive procedure can ,be devised that will t

\ e

t this'requirement individual and

5e indi ual needs are addresed. i) df tlb 'advantages',

of a remedial training prograR as opposed to a regu.lar training-

/

Program,- Mat itAeals with an ndiudui not a groUp of

F. F4nally,

poor perfc

11,4

down and sta

)

analyz an i

nft a matter of



'Irking skills

is a CommuniC

-4=

ng'furth& training cF all-7inStead.

breakdown; lack Of proper, clear'

ins rUctions; a personality conflict, etc. Once-the

problem has been Identified, it can be more readilrdealt

with--even if formal trainin6'isn't the answer.'

turn Our attention _.specific .structured sy emr.for'help n

"Iedialyou,carry'oUt the job of "Eyaluation" "Forlow-Up' r

:training."'
gp.

VALUAT 1 ON

1 training programs that are centrally developed in the Bur'eau

riSoms (either at a Staff Training Center or by the Jraining

dellsion, Central Office) have two sets of objectives: "LeArning

Werformance Objective6.
4

n that preceed, the

4{11 f nd then

ne aid instructional

These Obiectives,nive !peel des, _o:

uctor and tr a. nee specifiOkinforta ion about'A. five the i

he purposes of the training; and

Allow the instruct& andithe trainee to know howweffthe-
,

information in Ore training has beefy d ssemindrted.

"Learning Objectives deal with the kinds of tasks that tA

train__ xprected to carry but during the training;

ks Involve sorneth.ing other tharlittiAlly phrrkel

tiie sr,. 1 -ny C

informat

normally these

S
thetas k, are refated to providing background_

o!that the trdinee CanAietter-do the job. An example of



a 1 rni mg

1.. .

foreml town

Accuracy).

Live is: e the ba c criteria for

(2)'F'insus cheeks, (3) en rgehCY counts." (100%
.01

the assumption is that it will, be of use-..ta a correctional

employee, wh$has.!1,conduct counts, ta know what the three.k*Ods"

of counts ate and tey-entail. To evaluate how well thit obj

tive-has been t 1 the trainee mighI be sked to wile a brief--\43

definition af-eacti. (This pirtitul r question-is inclbded in

ComprehOosive Written Test for the t4 itution.F

Triiriing Program. Since ndard Of performance is established

(11)0% accuracy) , Trhning Coordinator could evaluate succes
.- . .

. - . .
.

determining that the trainee had w4 tten an accurate definition'
f

thr ee typ f cpunts. If ije ,definefi only two types, he obviously. has

ully met the' oNecti

"Performance Objectives" are actually more import

:Coodinator and the trainee,

the Actual Practice Test Which accompantts'the T

Performance objectives

Guide for e-Instituticin Farpfliarization lira

fed that the purpose Of tralninq is to °b

the, Training

e measured oh

aterls-

We have

p heemployee

do Ai s job-,yid perfornaince ob ectites s 11 out what is- expected

tetrns of`-actual per, ormance of a task. Ftoe example, "ConduEt an

9ac curate count of a living area oe a sect .on'of a living erea whil

under supervision of an itssoci ate instructor" (100T- accuracy) -is a

pe fo mance Projective. T.o evaluate thi. objective, we would again

the& ourstiecteiad (101 ecicUr*y) aid observe the a inee agta41141."

per fprmi ng the count. If it is accurate the objective has t;



4
inaccurate means that the 'objective has not been met and indieltes

lthat the trainee needs further train

vision during counts, etc,

wLearning and performan a objectives- are already estabii hed for

in -hous training programs; yoU will probably, parwant to establish "-
11(

certain Special, local

counseling, closer super-

x.11'

14

to measure performance that is relatemeasure

instj Tonal needs. Just remember to

measurable, and observable sd Oat you corn actually evaluate the

tainment.dIAnd remember to let the trainee know what
'0* *

4

.expected to achieve.

eri*such objectives specific,

cuCcessful

0

objectives
r

t all performance objectives come from training progr ms. Others

;established

p91 i(y

,orchi1rs oral instructions from supervisort

statemen ,44aoperaticips' ands, etc. The objectives

trail programs ought to be consistent and compatible

t A
tivec fr,bal other sources- and all -b'ectives ought to

etiferval,le,'and measurable-. they. are rat, then we

cannot listically ex the trainee.o 4,loyee t- meet our standards

of per 0 me.
4

V

LLOW7UP

We have ev

performing as

failu\re to weetJce

d an employee and dete min

we may have det mined thi

4

4
hat he is not

because of his

thin training objectives r becaus'e his

advises us thathe cahhot do the-job.. The du -tion which'ino

how and move ciefftfencies. One ysefu
. / 4,

way of directing or efforts in t1-117, area is to use'th "Quick Refr nce

* $
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n Analyzing erformance 'PrOblems." (PriOr to using'

td read4Mager and Pipel book, Ana -g Per-C-

'You Real.] -.0ta Mandir. There i is aspopyo

s staff library.)

,The first step ih using tliks checklist,, and a wise step even

yo don

his /her

t use the checklist, is to sit down with the employee and

superyisor, and specifically spell out - exactly what it is

t the empldStee i s not doing- -the "performance d g ancy." This

description vhoipld be specifit and-describe observable, measurable

behavior. -91-f the supervisor cannot describe exactly what's wrong'

th the behavior; neithFr you, the

kridWlibw to correct it.

attitude!"

nosed"'

loyee=- nor the supervisor will

tints like: "I don't Tike his

"He isn't hard-nosed enough:" or "He's too damned hard-

Force the supervisor to tell yo6--and the employee- -how h knows

What it is about his att tyde,the erploggre is too hard

(as demonstrated-4- observabl

0, feel

a

that you

you cannot be wect

hooh suer changes

have charoqed or-the-j

that concerns the supervisor.

Change littitudes and internal

ay take,plaee You'can only be sure

behavior and perfoirma_neebecaoise you

can see that behavior and rneasur it nst previ us behavior. This

by a precise description of tOe-p_ formultef-discrepancy is
I \ .4 4,4

inripOrt t. SNIletir , yon -will fis'cover that the employee ha-s"nOor _a y
r

.been sure what it was that the supervisor was unhappy about. Once

written d w nd e _ p involved understandS what therea f

a.
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disagreement problem may be solved. A great many performance

problems acre simply' mis-commun WW1 or non-connunication. between the

sup1is and the subordinate.

:e( L s assume for the sake of discussion that this supervisor/

subordinate problem goes deeper than just poor communication. Look at

the sample "Quick Reference Checklist" included with this package;

notice Oat after we have identified the specific performance discrepancy,

0
we must determine:

A. Ilili_kortant? Not every problem that employees have in

regard to job performance and/cer training may be serious enough

r
to attack.. Your time, resources, and energy are at a premium;

you have to make the decision--using the probe questions in

the checklistwhether or not to take further action. (In our

ekample, we state it is an important problem.)

it a skill deficiency? Reni r our warning about state-

ments like: ."I don't like his tude- 'eirajn him:" :When.

an individual has a definite skill deficiency--or as Mager and

Pi put it: "he couldn't perform as desired if hiNffe

depended on and only _then, is theYe a.training

problem. Toors49 t pdes, fears, dissatisfaction Lith the

status' quo, etc." olIkse

lv
th-t'does not necesSeil

lot of poor ,performance.. F ever,

mean that': hey should be addressed

tr niffq program- -since they are not neces.4ari:y

e other questions that you need to ask (see
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key qU ions 4, 5, 6, and 7 on the "Quiek Reference Ch list ") to

1p)510u determine a cir.ly what degree of effort is needed to provide

adequate remedial traihing to correct the problem.

For a epancies, you going to find that

d perform the task e corrett way really wanted

to is not the result of a skill defic a is'not

necessari going` to be helped ',y remedial (or a* other) training.

(Ste Lions 8, 9, 10, and 11 on the "Quick Reference Checklist.. ")

In su cases, the.role of the Trainiqe Coordinator seems to be one

of:

A. DiscOvering the reasons for poor performance; and

8. Advising the supervisor4ndiemployee of those,rea ons so

that they can correct them.

The final section on the "Checklist" (Section IV) helps you zero

in on a possible solution,to a given skill deficiency and/or perfo manse

problem. The correct answer will nc spring automatically to you mind;

0
but the probe qu stion if con4ide d answe areiully- ould

,help you or4anize your thougrts, con n it esources and-Olplications

and increase ynur ch nces of Wiring up With an effective, well-thought- 4-

out hope that the sample "Checklist" included with this

mate' you in using this approach to development of

remedial t raining. P'le se keep in mind that some problems may 4.nvolve

both 'skill d ficjencies andi"performance probl

have to be attacked on E-.2T-a level`.)

:411,Clik they will



gh the ehhluatio And follow-up steps. .our
- T.

-1 res _ns b develop and dttliver some sort of

ess Thirst are some Weis to i nsueingn effec

ng takes place:

sure h train vi dual eTd.

?dial

Then a decision

is made toileffer someone remedial trening, i implies that

a particular individual is having trouble meeting a specific

standard of performance. Take the time to evaluate that

individual,his needs, and design the program so that it is

uniquely suited to meet those needs. This is why we en urbge

yilvto dev p a new "Quick Reference CheckliSt" for etIch

employee performance problem you arerconfronted with, two

employees may exhibit the same probleminabi write

aceUrap, useful reports, for example. But r st n'for

the problem,- and thus the necessary remedia
r -41a.,

,

.1

correct it. may be totally different. (There

ininq yroblems which can to addressed wit or

remedial training aPpToaches; however,\don't make'

this Assump --n until you have carefully eva u to the3pr0

on an'jndividqal basi

Estab14sh,th ight cl

fact that 5omeone

-that some, very negative Teel into

the rainee.

te the' train

rrecl for

on the part rnay

e cold, harsh

edial V.ainin- implies

y be occu -especially

feel he hac been singled_



hostility,

as ihadequate4 and rr ji show ren
rrassment. Before you ever begin tia

deve op I remedial trapiniffg program, be s9r to sit down with

the potential 17inee, explain what you are going to do and

why. Make sure that he understands that you are a "helper'

tot

whose only role ,is to help him. do his job correctly. t

might also be wise to make sure that'te is well aware of the

information contained in item "C" below; it may help put him

at ease.)

202,aegncyrivolveboththe._07'visprLin the remedial

training process. .Explain to both employee and supervisa

that you cannot, and will not, be totally responsible for the

delivery and effectiveness of this program. The employee has

to want to help himself and the supervisor has to conscientiously

follow up and support what happens in the rem al training

process. This is why b th individualit are involved in all 3teps

laid out in the "follow-up" process. They ha input into

analyzing the problem; they should also have .nput into developing

k the solution. You should not issue an eilftt that certain

remedial train ngwill occur without first explaining your

rationale. for the training and getting their concurrence arid
(

agreement. (This is the reason we urge you to get supervisor's

and employee's , tures on any training_ plan document; and

f

why you giv a copy of those 0,1,1 to the employee after

it is his in idualized plan,)



Fo Jihis

seem to,be a great deal if but ft f 'necessary and

doesn't have to be a complicated document. (See the same

inelvded'xiith thit materiai;) it, down And layi 1 out
4

specific ob .lectives And tit is axles will help insure that you.

have carefully thought ou Iftesponse to the problem,

;'providing a. copy of the plan to the supervisor apd employee

(again with specifics) will help insure that all concerned'

have the same objectives in mind and will 'inove to-meet those

objectives.

e remedial ainin- as possible. Included

with thiS package is a,list;-of some common remedial training
. 7

j,vities, Some of terse do'n6t involiwe a great-deal o'
4

y, or other resourhs; how ver, they can-4e extremfly
=

edive. Nowhere is it written that remedial trEining
00

e cowlex, p'ainful, and expensive. Good remedial training

corre4t0e problem and bets an employee back on the job as

quickly rid inexpensively as possible.

E2119wlqyourremdial training, you've deliverd your

solution VD the problem, make sure that you ekleck3with*both the

employee and the supervior occasionally over the next four to

0
s'ix moths to cake sure that the ',training has had the desired

Yesult.

4
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be afraid to u y "no". ThiS is the hardest of all the

ator. Everyonetasks yod.have,to carry out as-a Tralning COOrd

ifentitled to, have their problem(s) .discussed and considerid

for correction'throtigh remedial training. However, not every-

one's problem can be resolyed through remedial training, If

supervisbr cannot tell you what it is that he dislikes about

an employee's performance, other than., "I don't like his

attitude," "You know how these fresh young kids are... ", etc.,

then you cannot do anything for the employee--or the supervisor--

-with remedial training. some folks will expect you to solve

every problem from bad grooming to suicidal tendencies with

training; don't fall into that trap - -tell them

If, after'analysis, you really do not feel the problem is ,

serious enough to expend Ow and money on, (Key Question #2

on thel"Checklist") advise the supervisor and1 employee of your

feelings and (if possible) suggest other alternatives to them.

This concludes our discussion of how to go about developing and using

ea remedial training program. The "Retraining Checklist" will be of use

to you in'organizing your own effortsas you deal with actual cases.

Remember, define the problem, analyze i t, develop:a p gram, follow

up, and document what you have donejlur ng each step. Good luck!!
i!



REMEDIAL TRAINING OPTION

NOTE TO4TNE TRAINING COORDINATOR

This lesson plan is somewhat .different that the others In this

set since it Is Mean _o serve as a self - Instructional guide for the'

Training Coordinator. It should bused to dovelop and design

remedial training experiendes for individual employees who c#nno

satfsfutorily aellieve the objectives estabtished fAsBureau training

programs; or tip assist employees who are unable-to perform (satisfactorily),

tasks assigned them by their supervisor(s).

#



LESSON PLANADEVELOPING 'REMEDIAL TRAINING PLANS)

LESSON TITLE: Developing Remedial Training Plans

TIME FRAME: Varied (Each indiiidual case may require a d
time frame to resolve,

MATERIALS:

PRIOkITY:

Copy of this lesson pfln;,Retraining'Checklist; copy

Analyzing Performaince_Problems or 'You_ Really Ought
Vanna' by Robert Mager and Peter Pipe. For each
individual case: A copy of 'Quick Reference _1st
fbr-Use in AnaTYzigg Performance Problems"; any_ rrent
evaluative materials regarding the individual loyee
to be assisted.*

For delivery at any point when an employee has/identi
training needs and/or deficiencies in performance.

Cross References:

Can,be used in'conjunction with any Suf.C.
institution, 0-J-T, or other in-house training
program.

able

LEARNING OBJECTOVES: After studying this lesson plan and associated
materials, each Training Coordinator will be

le to:

Define and briefly explain lheildifference
between a "skill deficiency" and a "performance
problem." (100% accuracy)

List, in order, the steps to be followed in
establishing an individualized retraining
or remedial training plan. (100% accuracy)

C. --List at leact three reasons for using time,
money, and other resources to correct an
individual training problem. (100% eccuracy_

PERFORMANCE BJECTiVES: After counseling with the individual employee
and his/her supervisor (s), each Training
Coordinator rill be able to:

4

*A. Develop a written statement of the specific
performance discrepancy displayed by the
employee. This description should be
exact and describe observable, measurable
behavior. _Both the employee and his/her
supervisor(s) should review the statement
and sign it, indicating their agreement

F
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with it (This statement should be develo
mit* fiVe working days after the n.athing
Coordinator has been advised of the problem.)
(100% accuracy)

Work through'the NO-a Reference Checklist
for Use in AnalyrierPerformance Problems,"
developing accurate, written answers to each
probe question. (A leted ch klist
should 'e develo e

e emp ogee an# s er supery s
ould be coesulted throughout the develop-

ent of se answers. The completed form
ld Oiled by the employee.an4 super-

viso i dicating their approval and
agreement its analysis of the problem.
This objec_I a should be completed within
five worki days after the written state-
ment of the performance discrepancy has
been accepted (100% accuracy)

Prepare a written training proposal based
on the analysis made during the development
of the "Quick Reference Checklist...".
This proposal will include specific, observable
and measurable tasks to be completed and the
dates for their completion. This froposal
will be signed by the supervisor(s) and
employee, indOcating their agreement with
tqe proposal and their intent to comply
wfth it This step will be completed within
five working days after completion of the
checklist analysis. (100% accuracy)

Within 30 days after the completion of the
tasks outlined in the training propose
(see Performance Objective "C"), the
supervisor will review the employee's
current level of performance and submit a

ief, written report (one paragraph) on
performance to the employee's training
The report should be signed by both

the ployee and his/her supervis0(s).
(100% ccuracy)

In each case where written statement regarding the training problem
is made and signed by the employee and his/her supervisor(s ), a copy
of the statement should be given the employee. The original should
be placed in the employee's training file.

1 to n



SAMPLE REMEDIAL TRAINING PLAN

k

OfEE NKME: Lester Slow DATE: October 9, 197-

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT

SUPERVISOR Harlan B. Surly, kTI1C112MT5NP_____

. = . .. . . .

PERFORMANCE DEFICIENCY:

AccorAing to his, supervisor and timself, Mr. Slow has been unable to 4)

submit satisfactory written reports. His reports are full of grammatical

errors, spelling errors, and poor punctuation. In addition, his hand-

writing 1 extremely.difficult to read and his reports appear to be

sloppily written.

ANALYSIS. OF PROBLEM:

Slow says he's always had trouble with grammar and spelling. ue

to pressure on current assignment, he's rushed for time and do_sn't

have the opportunity to closely examine his reports prior to t-ruing

them in.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

I. Immediately require Mr. Slow to print all reports submitted.

2. Provide Mr. Slow with dictionary, copy of Elements of
and several samples of well-written reports to use as a guide.

Supervisor will forward copies of any unacceptable reports to
the Training Coordinator for editing and discussion with Mr.
Slow. _(Commonly repeated grammar and spelling errors vitil be

noted.)

4 lir. Slow to be assigned to a less time-consuming assignment
during next shift change, (To give him time to work intensively

on reports.)

BJECTIVE By Jan. 9, 197-, Mr. Slow will: 11,

I. Reduce the number of grammatical and spelling errors in is

reports by at least 50Z (as measured against current reports).

2. Submit reports that are neatly written and readable, as indicated

by their acceptance by his immediate supervisor.
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for aciditional Civil Service Training (report
objectives #1 and #2 are not achieved.

N N COORD N TOR



RETRAINING CHECKLIST_

nmT-nk

1: Problem Noted Employee does not meet
training objective(s) and/or employee or
supervisor pekes referral of problem to

the Training Coordinator.

counse ng to
eeand Trainin

Performance Discre

is p acre between
oord nator.

anc Described in
use inc ude specific,

Measure e, o_servabre behavior. Super -

visor and employee sign written statement
indicating their agreement with identiftdation
of problem. Copy of paragraph given to
employee.

er or not prE
mire further action.

uick Reference Checklist Pre ared in
sor an Em o ee.

heck 1st signed by bot indicating their

agreement with the analysis. Copy of

Checklist given' to employee.

raining Coor inator
esources.

4. Trairitn Plan Develo ed in Consultation'
oyee an upervisor. an must

MtTlide specify objectives to be completed
and specific dates for their completion.
Plan signed by supervisor and employee.
Copy of plan given to employee.

firifiang Coordinator makes arrangement
for deliver of trainin /materials etc.

Traintn be 'ins, runs its course, and is

aim ng oor na or cbni is on-going
evaluation; reports bacr to both employee
and supervisor._
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TIME FRAME:

Up to 5 workin days
(Cumulative T Up

to 5 working days)

Up to 5 working days
(Cummulative Time: Up

to 10 working days)

Up to 5 working days
(Cuhmulative Time: Up

to 15 working days)

I

Up to 10 working days
(Cummulative Time: Up

to 25 working days)

From One Hour to 30
days (Cumulative
Time: Up to 55 working
days)



Follow-u- Be rs. Empl
kt act_

ywii
are a

tr p oyee s From 2 to 6 months--
progresg after return to the job and depending upOi
ma es reports as necessary to employee and problem.
su rviso

*In the case of some problems, no formal training will be-given.
The employee will be given a job aid, etc., and return immediately

to the job.

S.

1"



REMEDIAL TRAINING ACTIVITIES
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NOTE: This list is by no ;leans exhaustiale; it is merely an attempt to'
riemiricryou of some ways to conduct remedial teeintng. We haie

omitted some of Nhe mori obvioiis methods such as repeating a
particular class and being enrolled in outside or4in-house

programs 4esigned for remedial training.

JOB AIDS

A jo Aid is a written, sequential list of all the steps that

go in _o performinga particular task. it can also be a diagram

which illustrates those samesteps.. The "Retraining Checklist"
which accompanies this package is an example of a job aid. Job

aids are especially foeful when there is a set routine to be

followed. The trainee meetly refers to the job a* to insure

that he isn'j omitting.emy important steps.

MODELS/SAMPLES

These Arespeci .y useful uch areas as report writing or

preparation of data You deve op (or use an already existing)

copy of a standaed report,'data sheet, etc. Although the trainee

report will not be exactly the same, there should be enough
similarities in format and content of the sample so that he can
write his,report by merely "filling in the blanks" or changing
specifq(facts he wishes to report.

4

STANDARD STS

If you know there are certain words which are always misspelled,
or certain fact's that are always lacking, certain steps that are
always ignored in performing a particular job, place Upse evors
on a list (along with the right way of performing the-task) and

circulate to those making the errors.

SELF STUDY BOOKS- DICTIONARIES POLICY STATEMENTS

Such resources should be available to the employee so that he can

use them at his own paceto improve his performance. However, make

sure that you follow up and insure that the employee knows how to

use a dictionary, policy statement, etc., and that he is usiiiq

them. (Catrying a ocket dictionary around-1n his pocket will not
automatically makOiftm a better speller--he still has to look the

weeds up!)



ADAPTATION OF REGULAR T G MATERIAL-
,

Consider virfeotapin or audiotaping thed ures and other class

44 activities that yo rrmally put on." Stor these tapes, and make
them (and playback equipment) available so that an employee m&y

check them out, vi or hear themat his,own leisure, and review
those sections, whi h he still has trouble 90sPirig.

COUNSEfitiG AND FEE

Before you do ay bing/else, make sure that the employee actually

'knows his supervisor ins unsatisfied With his performance and Why.,
Sometimes justibhis'rmich feedback is enough to correct the problem.
Also, please r m -bee to tell, the employee when he's doing "it"
correctly, esp d, ally after you have discussed,his shortcomings

with him.

ii
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ROLE_MODELS
rw,

When an indly ual just can't do-the job coroec ly,*and especially
when it is dlfficu]t to identify exactly what the performance
discrepancy faults from, try putting the empll'ee with an employee

who's 'very gobld at performing the task. Let him observe, ask
questions, and encourge him to copy the "good" employee' behavior.

USE GIMMICKS

Cards with reminders written or the, pieces of string tied around
kfinger, etc., seem a little hokey--but sorilet mes they,work!

Especially hen the employee has sufficient skill but he forgets or

ignores so . aspect of the task.

OTHER

As a trainer, have positive expectations --the em
for the better.

yee can change

Don't harass or em a- ass--remember, you're on his side.

Be hon
them.

t but supportive; set reasonable standards and stick by

Reward positive cnangts and immediately confront negative changes.

Follow up,and give feedback; as often and as much as necessary.


